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Financial Stability Report still eyeing up some distant dark clouds  
 • The RBNZ’s Financial Stability Report sees a reduction in risks to the NZ financial system. 

• But the RBNZ is still wary of housing and dairy risks, and progressing with creating a housing debt-to-income restriction.  

• In a busy week data-wise, the standout event is the UK election on Thursday. 

 The RBNZ’s Financial Stability Report last week brought with it the welcome news that risks to the NZ financial system have 
reduced over the past 6 months.  Furthermore, the NZ financial system remains sound. 

That is not to say the RBNZ is sitting back – it still has its binoculars on a few clouds distant on the financial horizon.  Housing has 
long been of concern to the RBNZ, which is why the LVR restrictions were put in place.  And, the RBNZ is progressing with 
developing a Debt-to-Income (DTI) tool, on which it will shortly be releasing a consultation paper on Debt-to-Income ratio 
restrictions. The RBNZ states that it has no desire to use the DTI tool just yet, but that this would offer them another alternative in 
the future, should house price growth return.  The RBNZ noted that house price growth and credit growth have fallen, but stated 
that household indebtedness, especially related to incomes, continues to rise.  The RBNZ also acknowledges that the outlook for 
the housing market remains uncertain, particularly as current rates of house building are insufficient to meet population growth.  

The other long-standing area of concern for the RBNZ has been the dairy sector.  But with prices having firmed considerably since 
late last year, the RBNZ estimates that less than 10% of farms will have made a cashflow loss in the season that just ended last 
month, after an estimated 60% made a loss in the previous season.  We have a positive outlook for dairy prices with a forecast of 
$6.75/kg for the season just started, and Fonterra’s initial forecast is a bullish $6.50.  So the risks are receding, but the RBNZ is still 
mindful of the small proportion of farmers who hold a significant share of overall dairy debt, as they are the most vulnerable. 

The final main risk the RBNZ focused on is the greater reliance on foreign funding by banks as they fill the gap left by slower 
domestic deposit growth.  Even so, the added foreign debt has been of long-dated maturities, which has actually bolstered banks’ 
core funding (a measure of secure funding sources).  Banks themselves are a lot more conservative in their internal appetites than 
was the case in the lead-up to the Global Financial Crisis.  So the funding gap left by slower deposit growth will not be filled 
unchecked: vigorous deposit competition and some credit constraint will continue until the gap narrows. 

It’s a short and action-packed week, with the key event, the UK election on Thursday (results due Friday evening NZ time).  
According to polls, the result may not be as decisive as hoped by PM, Theresa May.  Meanwhile, the dairy auction overnight is 
likely to show prices taking a breather following recent gains.  And tomorrow, the final piece of the GDP jigsaw puzzle, the 
Economic Survey of Manufacturing arrives.  At this stage, our provisional Q1 GDP forecast is 0.5% qoq.  The ECB will briefly be in 
focus overnight Thursday to see how it responds to signs of improved economic performance, albeit with inflation still low. 

 
 Foreign Exchange • NZD/USD lifted to near a three-month high on broad-based USD weakness.  
Interest Rates • NZ interest rates fell last week as offshore moves proved to be the major influence.      
Week Ahead • GlobalDairyTrade auction, the Economic Survey of Manufacturing.   
Week in Review • Building work put in place, building consents and household credit growth slip; Terms of Trade jump. 
Global Calendars • RBA and ECB interest rate announcements, Australian GDP and UK general elections are key this week. 

       Chart of the Week: Terms of Trade near historical high 

 

NZ’s Terms of Trade (ToT) are only 0.6% below the highest level recorded in 60 
years of history, set in June 1973.  Since the start of this millennium, the prices of 
NZ’s exports have climbed 50% relative to the costs of what we import.  The 
climb in the ToT highlights the benefits of what can happen when you concentrate 
on making what you have an advantage in (and things that are highly sought), and 
using those high-quality earnings to import things you aren’t as efficient at.  The 
high ToT are also reflected in the modest size of NZ’s current account deficit, 
despite the sustained strength in the NZ of the past decade or so. 
 
This export success is not just a dairy one, but a broad range of exports that are 
in strong demand from fast-growing emerging markets such as China.  The 
strength of this foreign income reinforces to us that the RBNZ will end up lifting 
interest rates earlier than the late 2019 start point the RBNZ currently forecasts. 
 
We expect a new ToT record will be set at some stage this year.   
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Foreign Exchange Market 
 FX Rates Current* Week ago Month ago 6 mths ago Year ago ST Bias Support^ Resistance^ 

NZD/USD 0.7137 0.7046 0.6862 0.7134 0.6829 FLAT 0.7050 0.7200 

NZD/AUD 0.9534 0.9488 0.9298 0.9566 0.9436 FLAT 0.9400 0.9600 

NZD/JPY 78.86 78.13 76.99 81.16 74.16 FLAT 77.50 80.00 

NZD/EUR 0.6341 0.6332 0.6247 0.6633 0.6120 FLAT/DOWN 0.6250 0.6400 

NZD/GBP 0.5530 0.5499 0.5312 0.5599 0.4738 FLAT/DOWN 0.5450 0.5650 

TWI 77.0 76.3 74.8 78.2 73.6 FLAT 76.00 78.00 

^Weekly support and resistance levels * Current is as at 9.30 am Monday; week ago as at Monday 5pm.  

NZD/USD lifted to near a three-month high around 0.714 during Friday’s overnight session because of broad-based USD weakness. 
NZD/USD can gain more upside momentum this week after sustaining a move above its critical 200-day moving average. But a 
decline in whole milk powder prices (we are looking for a 2% fall) at Tuesday’s GlobalDairyTrade auction may curtail significant NZD 
upside.  Meanwhile, relative commodity price performance point to further increases in NZD/AUD over time. 

The USD fell on weak US employment data over the weekend.  Nonetheless, the market continues to expect the Federal Reserve to 
lift policy rates by 25 basis points next week.  International developments could weigh further on the USD this week.  We anticipate 
the ECB to remove its easing bias, which will support the EUR/USD.  Meanwhile, we expect the UK election to deliver an increased 
majority for the Conservative Party and support the GBP.   

Short-term outlook: Key data Date Time (NZT) Market 

 

RBA Rate Announcement, cash rate % 06/06 4.30 pm 1.5 
GlobalDairyTrade Auction 06/06 overnight  
Manufacturing Survey 07/06 10.45 am - 
AU GDP, qoq % 07/06 1.30pm 0.3 
ECB Rate Announcement 07/06 11.00 pm 0.0 
UK General Election, results 09/06 - - 
 Key events: NZD: Global Dairy Trade auction (Tue); Q1 manufacturing sales (Wed). 
AUD: Q1 current account, RBA meeting (Tue); Q1 GDP (Wed); Apr trade balance (Thu); 
Apr housing finance (Fri). CNY: May FX reserves (Wed); May trade balance (Thu); May 
CPI (Fri). JPY: Apr current account, Q1 GDP 2nd estimate (Thu). EUR: Apr retail sales 
(today); Q1 GDP final estimate, ECB meeting & macroeconomic projections (Thu). 
GBP: General elections (Thu); Apr industrial production & trade balance (Fri). 

Speakers: ECB Draghi (Thu) 

Medium-term outlook: Last Quarterly Economic Forecasts 

 Our FX forecasts were updated in early May to reflect the weaker near-term outlook for the USD.  Expected fiscal stimulus from US 
President Trump was the main driver of near-term USD strength in our previous FX forecasts. However, difficulties in getting other 
reforms through Congress have highlighted uncertainties around the timing of the fiscal stimulus.  As a result, we expect the 
NZD/USD to now appreciate to around 0.7300 by the end of 2017. Further out, the NZD is now expected to further appreciate vs. 
the USD over the next 18 months.  Firstly, the risk of the RBNZ starting a tightening cycle is rising, but the first hike is still not 
expected until the end of 2018. Further, the ongoing recovery in dairy prices and continued increase in tourism earnings will help the 
current account deficit narrow even further, supporting the NZD. While we are expecting ongoing NZD/USD strength, further policy 
rate hikes by the Federal Reserve (which we expect in June and September) will limit NZD strength over 2017. We expect the USD to 
stabilise (NZD/USD weaken) once the fiscal policies are signed into effect, however, this may now not occur until 2019. 

The NZD remains supported by relatively high Terms of Trade, relatively high interest rates, increased offshore investor demand and 
a structural improvement in the current account deficit.  Given these factors are NZD-supportive, combined with the fact the RBNZ 
signalled it had finished its easing cycle at the November MPS, we see little sustained downward pressure on the NZD.  Over 2017, 
we expect the NZD/AUD to remain in a relatively high range of 0.93-0.96.    

We revised our GBP forecast higher in May on the basis the UK economy has held up better than expected following the UK’s vote 
to leave the EU.  Further, polls suggest the UK election, on the 8th of June, will give the Government a strong, reducing the risk that 
Brexit is not ratified. We now expect the NZD/GBP to largely remain with a range of 0.55-0.57 until the end of 2019.  

In the near term we continue to see NZD/JPY hold above 75. Further out, the prospect for more BOJ easing should weaken the JPY, 
pushing NZD/JPY towards 77 over 2017. 
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Interest Rate Market 
 Wholesale interest rates Current Week ago Month ago 6 mths ago Year ago ST Bias 

Cash rate 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 2.25 FLAT 

90-day bank bill 1.95 1.97 1.98 2.04 2.40 FLAT/UP 

2-year swap 2.25 2.28 2.36 2.32 2.32 FLAT/UP 

5-year swap 2.74 2.78 2.96 2.87 2.50 FLAT/UP 

5-year benchmark gov't stock 2.45 2.49 2.44 2.54 2.16 FLAT/UP 

NZSX 50 7500 7425 7366 6910 7024 FLAT/UP 
^Weekly support and resistance levels * Current is as at 9.30am Monday; week ago as at Monday 5pm.  

Despite reasonable domestic economic data (for example the Terms of Trade hitting highest level since 1973), NZ interest rates fell last 
week as offshore moves proved to be the major influence on rates once again. Interest rates were flat over the beginning of the week, as a 
public holiday in the US on Monday got the week off to a slow start. However, later in the week the combination of falling commodity 
prices, weaker than expected Chinese data as well as a softer than expected US Non-farm Payrolls release weighed on risk sentiment. 
Equity markets dipped and demand for bonds rose, weighing on offshore yields. As a result, NZ interest rates dipped across the board 
with the 2-year swap rate down 4 basis points and the 5-year benchmark government bond yield also down 4 basis points over the week. 

The RBNZ’s Financial Stability Report contained little in the way of surprises, including no announcement of any new macro-prundential 
policies aimed at cooling the housing market. Given the lack of surprises, interest rate markets were quick to shrug off the release.  

Short-term outlook: Key data Date Time (NZT) Market 

 

RBA Rate Announcement, cash rate % 06/06 4.30 pm 1.5 
Manufacturing Survey 07/06 10.45 am - 
AU GDP, qoq % 07/06 1.30pm 0.3 
ECB Rate Announcement 07/06 11.00 pm 0.0 
UK General Election, results 09/06 - - 

 Comment: There are a number of first-tier data releases to capture the attention of 
markets this week, including the RBA rate announcement and Australia GDP. Close 
attention will also be paid to any changes in language associated with the ECB’s rate 
announcement. 

However, the key focus this week will likely be offshore political developments, 
namely the UK General Election. Results should start to trickle in throughout Friday 
NZT with exit polls due around 9am Friday morning. Theresa May called the election, 
confident that she would gain extra seats leading to less Brexit roadblocks coming 
from within the Government. While recent polls have shown Labour continuing to 
close the gap, a clean election should support sentiment at the end of the week. 

Medium-term outlook: Last Quarterly Economic Forecasts 

 The RBNZ continued to hold the OCR at its record-low of 1.75% at its May OCR Review and Monetary Policy Statement (MPS). The 
RBNZ surprised markets by retaining its neutral policy stance, despite the stronger than expected Q1 CPI result and Q2 RBNZ 
inflation expectations data. Overall, the RBNZ viewed developments since the February MPS as having a neutral impact on its OCR 
outlook and its OCR forecast track still implies no OCR increase until late 2019. The RBNZ continues to view the global environment 
as a key downside risk, but noted that the global outlook had improved marginally in recent months. 

Interestingly, the RBNZ noted that the softer than expected GDP growth over the second half of 2016 meant that domestic capacity 
pressures were less than initially thought. However, the RBNZ was pleased with the recent depreciation in the TWI, although noted 
that the fall needs to be sustained in order to boost the inflation outlook. The RBNZ remains cautious on the dairy price outlook. 

The RBNZ addressed likely volatility in upcoming headline inflation figures. Higher petrol and food prices are boosting inflation in 
the near term and have pushed headline annual inflation back above to 2%. However, given these price-lifts are one-off moves, their 
impact on inflation is not likely to be sustained. As a result, inflation is likely to dip back below 2% over 2017. The RBNZ reminded 
that a sustainable move to the 2% mid-point of the target band is not likely until the medium term. 

The RBNZ’s May Monetary Policy Statement OCR projections show the OCR remaining at 1.8% well into 2019. The RBNZ’s outlook 
has a 25bp hike built in by late 2019. We continue to view OCR increases as a long way off, towards the end of 2018. In contrast, 
market pricing implies an early/mid 2018 start. 
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Key international data for the week ahead 
 Data Date Time (NZT) Previous Market 

expects 
ASB 

expects 
Australian Current Account Balance, Q1, $bn 06/06 1:30 pm -3.9 -0.5 +0.2 
Reserve Bank of Australia rate announcement 06/06 4:30 pm 1.5 1.5 1.5 
US ISM Non-manufacturing Composite, May, Index 06/06 2:00 pm 57.5 57.1 57.0 
Australia GDP, Q1, %qoq 07/06 1:30 pm 1.1 0.3 0.3 
Japan Trade Surplus, April, ¥bn 08/06 11:50 am 866 494 580 
Australia International Trade Surplus, April, $bn 08/06 1:30 pm 3.1 2.0 2.3 
UK General Election 08/06 - - - - 
European Central Bank rate announcement 08/06 11:45 pm 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Australia Value of Loans to Owner-Occupiers, April, %mom 09/06 1:30 pm 0.9 - -0.5 

  

We expect a tiny surplus in the Q1 Australian current account balance, the 
first since the mid-1970s!  Higher bulk commodity prices are the major positive 
we anticipate. 

We do not expect the Reserve Bank of Australia to announce any changes to 
its key interest rate, given current low inflation and weak wages growth.  
Modest jobs growth is putting (slight) downward pressure on the national 
unemployment rate. 

We expect a modest rise in Australia’s Q1 GDP after the previous quarter’s 
1.1% (2.4% yoy) lift.  Annual growth is expected to slide under 2% yoy, pointing 
to qoq softness of domestic economy. 

We expect Australia to post a healthy international trade surplus, following 
March’s $3.1bn surplus. The data release may feature some revisions. 

We expect a small fall in the number of Australian loans to owner-occupiers. 
Recent APRA-inspired changes to investor-related lending guidelines and 
mortgage rates are slowing the pace of lending growth.  We believe house 
prices have peaked in Melbourne and Sydney. 

Already-released customs data shows Japan’s trade surplus remained small in 
April.  But with the net income balance growing, we estimate Japan’s current 
account surplus remained large in April, just below 4% of GDP. 

There is likely to be a small fall in the US ISM non-manufacturing index for 
May from the previous level of 57.5. The US economy is still in strongly 
expanding territory. 

We anticipate the governing Conservative party in the UK will obtain an 
increased parliamentary majority on the 8th of June, when the country goes to 
the polls for its general election. 

We anticipate the ECB will leave interest rates and asset purchases 
unchanged at this week’s meeting. However, the ECB may change its forward 
guidance policy and remove its easing bias. This is an implicit 
acknowledgement that deflationary risks no longer threaten the Eurozone 
economy.  We believe ECB President Draghi will detail QE tapering at the 
September meeting. 
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NZ Data Preview: a look at the week ahead 
 Data Date Time 

(NZT) 
Previous Market 

expects 
ASB 

expects 
GlobalDairyTrade auction, whole milk powder, % change 06/06 overnight +1.3 - -3 to -1 
Manufacturing Survey, sales volumes ex-meat & dairy, Q1, %qoq 07/06 10.45 am - - - 
We expect prices to drift lower at the GlobalDairyTrade auction overnight 
Tuesday.  In reaction to very wet weather recently and the prospect of 
disrupted NZ dairy supply, dairy prices have posted five consecutive rises.  
However, we think that the 16% rise in whole milk powder (WMP) prices is 
overdone given that the production impact is likely to be small.  With this in 
mind, it’s not surprising current futures pricing suggests whole milk powder 
prices will dip by between 1% and 3% at the auction.  Beyond the auction and 
looking over the rest of the year, we expect prices to remain firm, with global 
supply and demand largely in balance. 

We use sales and inventory from the Economic Survey of Manufacturing as 
an indicator for Q1 GDP ex-meat and dairy manufacturing production.  Non-
primary manufacturing activity has been supported by strong construction 
activity and growth in other investment demand.  Manufacturing activity 
dipped in Q4 2016 and we expect a modest recovery over Q1 2017.  The 
manufacturing PMI survey was mixed over the first quarter, starting the year 
out on a soft note, but it steadily improved over February and March.     
Meanwhile, we expect further declines in livestock slaughter to be offset by 
stronger milk production, resulting in broadly flat meat and dairy 
manufacturing. 
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Data Recap: weekly recap 
Data Date Actual Market 

forecast 
ASB 

Forecast 
Building consents, April, residential %mom 30/05 -7.6 - - 
RBNZ Financial Stability Report 31/05 - - - 
ANZ Business Confidence, May, headline business confidence 31/05 14.9 - - 
Terms of Trade, Q1, %qoq 01/06 5.1 - 0.5 
RBNZ Credit Aggregates, April, housing, %yoy 02/06 8.2 - - 
Building Work Put in Place, Q1, %qoq 06/06 -3.5 0.3 0.6 

 

Residential building consents fell 7.6% in April, adding to the 1.2% decline in 
March.  At face value, a fall in building consents is disappointing as we are 
looking for a meaningful recovery following the trend decline seen in H2 2016.  
However, StatsNZ noted that the timing of Easter may have impacted building 
consents.  Residential consents started to unexpectedly fall in late 2016, but 
appear to have stabilised and begun to recover over recent months.   

As expected, the RBNZ announced no new macro-prudential policies in the 
May Financial Stability Report. While the central bank acknowledged that 
housing market vulnerabilities remain one of the key main risks, it also noted 
that these risks have reduced in the past six months. The RBNZ also said it 
would shortly be releasing a consultation paper on Debt-to-Income ratio 
restrictions.  Although it has no desire to use the DTI tool just yet, this would 
offer them another alternative in the future, should house price growth 
return.  The RBNZ also acknowledged that higher dairy prices mean the 
majority of dairy farmers should be profitable for the season just ended in 
May.  But the RBNZ remains concerned that part of the sector remains heavily 
indebted and vulnerable to financial shock. 

ANZ monthly business confidence firmed marginally in May.  This brings an 
end to the recent trend lower.  Although confidence remains well clear of the 
levels seen this time last year, it is also shy of the levels seen as recently as 
September 2016.  Continued softness in confidence could be due to the 
ongoing geo-political tensions seen offshore, while attention is starting to turn 
towards the NZ election this September.  However, the key own-activity 
outlook measure continues to hold up at a level implying above-trend growth. 

The Terms of Trade (ToT) jumped 5.1% over the March quarter – the highest 
since June 1973 – beating our and market expectations.  As expected, the dairy 
export price surge accounted for much of the ToT jump.  Over the quarter, 
dairy export prices spiked 18.0%.  From here, we expect the TOT to set a 
record high this year.   

Annual housing credit growth slowed for the fourth consecutive month in 
April and is the slowest growth rate in 12 months.  While annual housing 
credit has been slowing, it remains above the 10-year average of 5.6%. 
Business credit growth also remained robust in April and is now 7.6% higher 
than in April 2016. Reasonable business confidence is likely underpinning 
business credit appetites. 

Q1 building construction volumes fell 3.5%, much weaker than the 0.3% lift 
expected by the market and the 0.6% lift expected by ourselves.   Most of the 
weakness was a result of a 7.2% fall in non-residential building volumes.  The 
trend in non-residential building activity remains firm, with non-residential 
consents holding up at high levels.  The fall in building activity was unexpected 
but in our view most likely to be temporary.  The level of consents remains 
firm on a trend basis.  With demand at extremely high levels, construction cost 
inflation will continue to accelerate.  We expect the RBNZ to leave the OCR 
unchanged at 1.75% until late 2018. 
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Global Data Calendars 
 Calendar - Australasia, Japan and China 
   Time      Forecast 
Date (NZT) Eco Event Period Unit Last Market ASB 
Tue 6 Jun 10:45 NZ Volume of all buildings  Q2 q%ch 1.9 ~ ~ 
 11:30 AU ANZ Roy Morgan Weekly Consumer Conf  Jun Index 112.2 ~ ~ 
 12:00 JN Real cash earnings  Apr y%ch -0.3 ~ ~ 
 13:00 NZ ANZ commodity price May % -0.2 ~ ~ 
 13:30 AU BoP current account balance Q2 $bn -3.9 ~ ~ 
 16:30 AU RBA cash rate target Jun % 1.50 1.50 ~ 
   GlobalDairyTrade auction, whole milk 

 
 % 1.3 ~ -3 to -

 Wed 7 Jun ~ CH Foreign reserves May CNY bn 3,029.5 ~ ~ 
 10:00 NZ ANZ job advertisements  May m%ch 0.4 ~ ~ 
 10:45 NZ Manufacturing activity  Q1 q%ch 0.8 ~ ~ 
 11:30 AU Ai-Group PCI  May Index 51.9 ~ ~ 
 11:50 JN Official reserve assets May ¥bn 1,242.3 ~ ~ 
 13:30 AU GDP  Q1 q%ch 1.1 ~ 0.5 
 17:00 JN Leading index CI Apr P Index 105.5 ~ ~ 
 18:30 AU Foreign reserves May $bn 79.9 ~ ~ 
Thu 8 Jun ~ CH Trade balance  May CNY bn 262.3 ~ ~ 
 ~ JN Eco watchers survey current  May Index 48.1 ~ ~ 
 08:18 CH Foreign direct investment  May CNY 

 
-4.3 ~ ~ 

 10:00 NZ ANZ Truckometer Heavy  May m%ch -1.8 ~ ~ 
 11:50 JN GDP  Q1 F q%ch 0.5 ~ ~ 
 11:50 JN Japan buying foreign bonds Jun ¥bn 732.1 ~ ~ 
 11:50 JN BoP current account balance Apr ¥bn 2,907.7 ~ ~ 
 13:30 AU Trade balance Apr $bn 3.1 ~ 2.3 
 14:00 JN Tokyo average office vacancies May ~ 3.4 ~ ~ 
 16:30 JN Bankruptcies  May y%ch -2.2 ~ ~ 
Fri 9 Jun 13:30 CH CPI  May y%ch 1.2 1.4 ~ 
 13:30 CH PPI  May y%ch 6.4 5.4 ~ 
 13:30 AU No. of own-occupiers Apr m%ch -0.5 ~ -2.0 
 16:30 JN Tertiary industry index  Apr m%ch -0.2 ~ ~ 
Sat 10 Jun 08:15 CH Money supply M2  May y%ch 10.5 10.4 ~ 
 08:15 CH Money supply M1  May y%ch 18.5 ~ ~ 
 08:15 CH New yuan loans  May CNY bn 1,100.0 ~ ~ 
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Calendar - North America & Europe 
   Time      Forecast 
Date (UKT) Eco Event Period Unit Last Market ASB 

Mon 5 Jun 09:00 UK New car registrations  May y%ch -19.8 ~ ~ 
 09:30 UK Markit/CIPS UK services PMI May Index 55.8 ~ ~ 
 13:30 US Nonfarm productivity Q1 F % -0.6 -0.2 ~ 
 13:30 US Unit labor costs Q1 F % 3.0 2.5 ~ 
 14:45 US Markit US services PMI May F Index 54.0 ~ ~ 
 15:00 US ISM non-manufacturing composite May Index 57.5 57.0 ~ 
 15:00 US Labor market conditions index change May Index 3.5 ~ ~ 
 15:00 US Factory orders Apr % 0.5 -0.2 ~ 
 15:00 US Durable goods orders Apr F % -0.7 ~ ~ 
 15:00 US Cap goods ship non-def ex air Apr F % -0.1 ~ ~ 
Tue 6 Jun 00:01 UK BRC sales like-for-like  May y%ch 5.6 ~ ~ 
 09:00 EC Markit Eurozone services PMI May F Index 56.2 ~ ~ 
 09:00 EC Markit Eurozone composite PMI May F Index 56.8 ~ ~ 
 09:30 EC Sentix investor confidence Jun ~ 27.4 ~ ~ 
 10:00 EC Retail sales  Apr m%ch 0.3 ~ ~ 
 15:00 US JOLTS job openings Apr ~ 5,743 ~ ~ 
Wed 7 Jun 08:30 GE Markit Germany construction PMI May Index 54.6 ~ ~ 
 08:30 UK Halifax house price 3 months/year May % 3.8 ~ ~ 
 08:30 UK Halifax house prices  May m%ch -0.1 ~ ~ 
 09:10 EC Markit Eurozone retail PMI May Index 52.7 ~ ~ 
 10:00 EC OECD Economic Outlook 
 10:00 EC Gross fix cap  Q1 q%ch 3.3 ~ ~ 
 10:00 EC Government expenditure Q1 q%ch 0.5 ~ ~ 
 10:00 EC Household consumption  Q1 q%ch 0.5 ~ ~ 
 10:00 EC GDP  Q1 F q%ch 0.5 ~ ~ 
 12:00 US MBA mortgage applications Jun % -3.4 ~ ~ 
 20:00 US Consumer credit Apr $bn 16.4 15.0 ~ 
Thu 8 Jun 00:01 UK RICS house price balance May % 22.0 ~ ~ 
 12:45 EC ECB main refinancing rate Jun % 0.0 ~ ~ 
 13:30 EC ECB President Mario Draghi Holds Press Conference 
 13:30 US Initial jobless and continuing claims Jun ~ ~ ~ ~ 
 17:00 US Household change in net worth Q1 $bn 2,043 ~ ~ 
Fri 9 Jun 09:30 UK Industrial production  Apr m%ch -0.5 ~ ~ 
 09:30 UK Trade balance Apr £mn -4,900 ~ ~ 
 13:00 UK NIESR GDP estimate May % 0.2 ~ ~ 
 15:00 US Wholesale inventories  Apr F m%ch -0.3 0.2 ~ 
 15:00 US Wholesale trade sales  Apr m%ch 0.0 ~ ~ 
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